
The Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture, 5 February 2017

Super-sized Scottish Salmon - 8,000 tonnes of trouble on the horizon!

Exclusive documents obtained from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) 
reveal secret plans to expand Scotland's salmon farming industry - including proposals for 
super-sized salmon farms producing up to 8,000 tonnes of farmed salmon.  Today's Sunday 
Herald reports: "Outrage over secret plans to base world's biggest salmon farm in Scotland".

Read the FOI documents obtained by GAAIA from SEPA online here - including:  

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/super-sized-scottish-salmon-8000-tonnes-of-trouble-on-the-horizon.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/super-sized-scottish-salmon-8000-tonnes-of-trouble-on-the-horizon.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/the-sunday-herald.html


Read the memo from SEPA's Douglas Sinclair dated 4 May 2016 online here

An email to SEPA's CEO Terry A'Hearn dated 13 May 2016 included:

The "not in any sense secret" summary from SEPA dated 13 May 2016 included:

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3.-innovation-site-requirements_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/1a.-innovation.sites.ta.160506.pdf


The SEPA memo dated 13 May 2016 continued:

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf


A memo from SEPA's Douglas Sinclair to Marine Scotland's Willie Cowan and Alastair 
Mitchell included:

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf


The "not so secret" memo from SEPA to Marine Scotland continued:

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf


Read all the FOI documents online here - including:

Download 1. Bullet point briefing_Redacted
Download 1a. Innovation.Sites.TA.160506
Download 2. Innovation Site Paper_Redacted
Download 3. Innovation Site requirements_Redacted
Download 3c. Innovation Site Requirements160513
Download 4. RE Demonstration Site & Research Mission to Bergen_Redacted
Download 5. Re Innovation_Redacted
Download 6. SAIC CoE questionnaire SEPA's response 1st draft (3).DS_Redacted
Download 7. The future is coming and it's Egg shaped_Redacted
Download 8. SAIC response
Download SEPA covering letter 31 Jan 2017 F0187229 EIR Response

"This crazy 'experiment' would be the world's largest salmon farm and smash Scotland's 
pollution limits for salmon farms," said Don Staniford of the Global Alliance Against 
Industrial Aquaculture.  "If SEPA sanctions such stupidity in Scotland's already overcrowded 
coastal waters they would lose all credibility.  Lest we forget that Norway - the world's 
leading salmon farming nation - has strict biomass limits of less than 1,000 tonnes compared 

http://gaaia.org/press-releases
http://gaaia.org/press-releases
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/sepa-covering-letter-31-jan-2017-f0187229-eir-response.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/8.-saic-response.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/7.-the-future-is-coming-and-its-egg-shaped_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/6.-saic-coe-questionnaire-sepas-response-1st-draft-3.ds_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/5.-re-innovation_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/4.-re-demonstration-site-research-mission-to-bergen_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3c.-innovation-site-requirements160513.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/3.-innovation-site-requirements_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/2.-innovation-site-paper_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/1a.-innovation.sites.ta.160506.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/1.-bullet-point-briefing_redacted.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/super-sized-scottish-salmon-8000-tonnes-of-trouble-on-the-horizon.html


to 2,500 tonnes in Scotland.  Allowing salmon farms to expand to 8,000 tonnes would signal 
that SEPA has abandoned any pretence to environmental protection."  

The Sunday Herald reported (5 February 2017):

"Faced with increasing problems of sea lice infestation, chemical pollution and infectious 
diseases common sense would dictate that salmon farming production decreases not 
increases," concluded Staniford.  "Sadly, common sense is not a currency SEPA or the 
Scottish Government is used to dealing with when it comes to their unflinching support for 
salmon farming.  A doubling of aquaculture by 2030 - as the industry and Government 
proposes - is a recipe for environmental disaster and will leave a lasting legacy of pollution." 

Last month, GAAIA revealed that SEPA were planning to scrap biomass limits on salmon 
farms in order to support a doubling of aquaculture by 2030.  GAAIA also revealed that a 
new 'Enforcement Regime' policing lice-ridden Scottish salmon farms is to be introduced by 
the Scottish Government from 1 April 2017 - despite "grumbles" from the salmon farming 
industry. 

Read more via: 

Press Release: "Recipe for Ruin - SEPA Lifts Limits on Salmon Farms"
Sunday Herald: "Plans to scrap fish farm limits slammed"
Press Release: "Policing Lice-Ridden Scottish Salmon" 
Herald: "Imminent action on £300m sea lice problem"

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/herald-imminent-action-on-300m-sea-lice-problem.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/press-release-policing-lice-ridden-scottish-salmon-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/sunday-herald-plans-to-scrap-fish-farm-limits-slammed.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/press-release-recipe-for-ruin-sepa-lifts-limits-on-salmon-farms.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/press-release-policing-lice-ridden-scottish-salmon-.html
http://www.scotlandfoodanddrink.org/news/article-info/7209/new-strategy-to-double-size-of-scotlands-%C2%A318-billion-aquaculture-sector.aspx
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/01/press-release-recipe-for-ruin-sepa-lifts-limits-on-salmon-farms.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-37781081
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/the-sunday-herald.html


Contact:

Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (dstaniford@gaaia.org)

Notes to Editors:

The following documents were obtained by GAAIA following a FOI request on 4 January 
2017 - read online here:

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/02/super-sized-scottish-salmon-8000-tonnes-of-trouble-on-the-horizon.html
mailto:dstaniford@gaaia.org


Here's GAAIA's FOI request filed on 4 January 2017:

From: Don Staniford [mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com] 
Sent: 04 January 2017 20:08
To: 'AccesstoInformation'
Subject: FOI re. "alternative means of controlling sea lice"

Please provide information on "alternative means of controlling sea lice" since 1 January 
2016.

Please note that a submission by SEPA to the Scottish Parliament in November 2016 - 
available online here http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Environment/General
%20Documents/007_20161214_SEPA_Supplementary.pdf - included: 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Environment/General%20Documents/007_20161214_SEPA_Supplementary.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Environment/General%20Documents/007_20161214_SEPA_Supplementary.pdf


Please therefore include information on any discussions, meetings, correspondence and other 
dialogue and partnership with the fish farming industry (e.g. emails with SSPO), the Scottish 
Government, the Scottish Aquaculture Innovation Centre and other key partners.  

Please consider this a request for information under the relevant Freedom of Information and 
Environmental Information Regulations including both the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002 and the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (as well
as any other new or other regulations which may be appropriate).  

Please provide this information electronically.

Please acknowledge receipt of this FOI request.  

Many thanks and I look forward to a response shortly.

Thanks,

Don

Don Staniford

Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA): 
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com
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Download press release as a PDF online here

https://www.scribd.com/document/338448265/Super-sized-Scottish-Salmon-8-000-tonnes-of-trouble-on-the-horizon
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com/

